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Ithaca College Alumni Band Reunion Concert

Mark Fonder
Col. Arnald Gabriel
Henry Neubert
Elizabeth Peterson
Stephen Peterson
Rodney Winther

Ford Hall
Saturday, June 13th, 2015
8:00 pm
Program

Overture to Candide
Leonard Bernstein (1918-1990)
Arr. by Walter Beeler

Stephen Peterson, conductor

Danzon No. 2
Arturo Marquez (b. 1950)
Arr. by Oliver Nickel

Rodney Winther, conductor

Poet and Peasant Overture
Franz von Suppe (1819-1895)
Arr. by Mayhew Lake

Henry Neubert, conductor

Rest
Frank Ticheli (b. 1958)

Elizabeth Peterson, conductor

The Thunderer March
John Philip Sousa (1854-1932)

Mark Fonder, conductor

After the Thunderer
Ira Hearshen (b. 1948)

Mark Fonder, conductor

Irving Berlin: A Symphonic Portrait
Irving Berlin (1888-1989)
Arr. by Hawley Ades

Col. Arnald Gabriel, conductor

America the Beautiful
Samuel Ward (1848-1903)
Arr. by Carmen Dragon

Col. Arnald Gabriel, conductor

Stars and Stripes Forever
John Philip Sousa (1854-1932)

Col. Arnald Gabriel, conductor
Ithaca College Alumni Reunion Band

**Piccolo**
- Jill Bloom, '77
- Melissa Moore, '07

**Flute**
- Kristin Bacchiocchi-Stewart, '98
- Aimee Backus, '09
- Trisha Craig, '87
- Rebecca Frost, '07
- William Hoff, '67
- Cheryl Houston, '02
- Heidi Kolb, '03
- Diane Krick, '84
- Adriana Marallo, '01
- Meaghan McTamman, '09
- Sarah Ridenour, '08
- Elizabeth Robbins, '10
- Allison Russo, '11
- Christina Santoro Restine, '12
- Kristina Shanton, '90
- Ellen Shapiro, '79
- Corinne Shirk, '12
- Karla Walter, '88
- Danielle Jo White-Yelito, '00

**Oboe**
- Pam Cunningham Quinlan, '92
- Claire Horn, '56
- Anna Mattix, '95
- Alicia Rockenhauser, '05
- Pamela Ross, '03
- Shelby Ryan, '10

**English Horn**
- Ann-Marie Thayer, '03

**Bassoon**
- Adam Gruschow, '11
- Lauren Jurczynski, '11
- David Zimet, '76

**Eb Clarinet**
- Brendon Lucas, '11
- Joanne Peters, '73

**Clarinet**
- Jordanna Bergman, '07
- Jeffrey Bittner, '00
- Spencer Blumenfeld, '08

**Flute**
- Amy Burns, '95
- Meghan Cabral, '05
- John Casagrande, '63
- Michael Favreau, '95
- Amanda Feinberg, '06
- Kimberly Fleming, '08
- Vicky Fredlund-Feathers, '79
- Alexandria Hanessian, '05
- Mary-Katharine Huebener, '10
- Susan Hurwitz, '75
- Amanda Jenne, '08
- Patti Kroth, '86
- Dee Lafontaine '80
- Devon LePore, '12
- Hope Lewis, '94
- Nancy Lewis, '79
- Anthony Maiello, '65
- Natalie McCarter, '99
- Alicia McMahon, '08
- Jamie Ocheske, '13
- Anna Pruett, '99
- Barbara Rubenstein, '77
- Allegra Smith, '08
- Louis Turro, '65
- Tiffany Twitchell, '99
- Christin Vare, '94
- Frederick Vare, '93
- Meaghan Venitelli, '07
- Colleen White, '08
- Jacqueline Widun, '11
- Sarah Winston, '91

**Bass Clarinet**
- Michael Colletti, '10
- Linda May Meniks, '82
- Anne Shelton, '94

**Alto Saxophone**
- Andre Baruch, '08
- Sara Emery, '12
- Jennifer Henion, '08
- Margret Schaefer, '96
- Amy Shirk, '95
- Winfield Shirk, '95

**Tenor Saxophone**
- Andrew Loretz, '11
- Sue Silvan, '92
Baritone Saxophone
George Smith, '71

Trumpet
Andrew Benware, '03
Brian Binder, '10
Bertram Bookhout, '64
Jeffrey Byrne, '75
Michael Cuomo, '81
Jason Ferguson, '14
Lisa Ferrari, '97
Jason Hess, '03
Scott Kelley, '81
Emily Kluga, '99
Aaron Lewis, '94
Dale Lewis
Gary McCheyne, '84
Malcolm McDuffee, '63
Philip Natoli, '65
Barry Peters, '72
Russell Posegate, '99
John Pratt, '63
Scott Rabeler, '83
Aaron Scoccia, '14
Mason St. Pierre, '14
Zachary Stadmueller, '10
Gregory Trone, '69
David Van Gelder, '03
Vincent Venitelli, '07
Julie Waters, '91
Robert Webb, '68
Amy Wiggins Hoxie, '93

Horn
Robin Alger, '82
Kelly Clavell, '91
Norman Clo, '57
Karen Deatherage, '82
Elizabeth Fuller, '10
Barbara Ihlo-Sardone, '68
Laura Jacaruso, '10
Stephen Kimmons, '78
Terry Martens, '95
Heather Melnick, '87
Ken Odgers, '66
Robert Oldroyd, '13
Heidi Oros, '85
Maureen Preston, '10

Trombone
Jo Ann Bartschat, '82
Peter Falango, '10
John Haefner, '90
Sarahjane Harrigan, '96
Adam Phillips-Burdge, '96
Kevin Pick, '96
Scott Quinlan, '93
Kristina Westin, '01
Brian Zimmer, '00

Bass Trombone
Steve Carr, '82
Charles DePaolo, '88
Craig Harrigan, '96
Henry Kavett, '75
Deborah Keough, '92
Christopher Morehouse, '92
Keith Osborne, '98
James Peer, '99
Brandon Tito Reyes, '13
James Sprenger, '74
Phillip Truex, '09
Peter Wall, '13

Euphonium
Patricia Ellmauer, '86
Elise Daigle, '14
Bonnie Denton, '97
Matthew Feinberg, '02
Barbara Garrison, '70
Matt Sadowski, '15
Marie Schenacker, '75
Jennifer Strayer, '11
Mike Vecchio, '08
Daphne Winders, '84
David Wohlhueter, '60

Tuba
Richard Denton, '99
Alfred Hadinger, '09
Eric Hoang, '13
Jeffrey Magacs, '80
Andrew Smith, '03

Percussion
Ernest Backus, '08
Ross French, '68
Colleen Harwood, '13
Peter Kielar, '09
Lauretta Main, '08
Donald Meier, '96
Edith Resnik, '09
Julia Ross, '12
Collin Smith, '13